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Abstract

Many problems in artificial intelligence can be en-
coded as answer set programs (ASP) in which some
rules are uncertain. ASP programs with incorrect
rules may have erroneous conclusions, but due to
the non-monotonic nature of ASP, omitting a cor-
rect rule may also lead to errors. To derive the
most certain conclusions from an uncertain ASP
program, we thus need to consider all situations in
which some, none, or all of the least certain rules
are omitted. This corresponds to treating some
rules as optional and reasoning about which con-
clusions remain valid regardless of the inclusion of
these optional rules. While a version of possibilistic
ASP (PASP) based on this view has recently been
introduced, no implementation is currently avail-
able. In this paper we propose a simulation of
the main reasoning tasks in PASP using (disjunc-
tive) ASP programs, allowing us to take advantage
of state-of-the-art ASP solvers. Furthermore, we
identify how several interesting AI problems can
be naturally seen as special cases of the considered
reasoning tasks, including cautious abductive rea-
soning and conformant planning. As such, the pro-
posed simulation enables us to solve instances of
the latter problem types that are more general than
what current solvers can handle.

1 Introduction

Answer Set Programming (ASP), which is based on the idea
of stable models [Gelfond and Lifzchitz, 1988], is a form of
non-monotonic declarative programming. The basic idea of
ASP is to encode a problem as a set of rules, called a pro-
gram, such that the models of the program correspond with
the solutions of the original problem.

However, many real-world problems are affected by un-
certainty, e.g. actions may have uncertain outcomes or we
may not have perfect knowledge of the state of a given
system. To cope with this, many extensions to ASP have
been proposed over the last few years that allow for rea-
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soning over uncertain information [Nicolas et al., 2006;
Baral et al., 2009].

As an example, consider the following problem. A firm
has a client calling from city C to ask for an appointment the
next day. The secretary knows that the sales person is either
in city A (inA) or city B (inB), but is more confident that he
is in city A. The secretary is almost certain (resp. absolutely
certain) that a sales person can get from city A (resp. city B)
to city C in one day (toC), assuming there is no road block.
There are some rumors of a possible road block on the route
from city A to C. Cities A and B also connect to city D, which
is definitely reachable in one day from A and B (toD). This
problem can be encoded as:

1 :inA ← not inB 0.8 :toC ← inA, not blockAC

0.6 :inB ← not inA 1 :toD ← inA, not blockAD

0.2 :blockAC ← 1 :toC ← inB, not blockBC

1 :toD ← inB, not blockBD

Note that, contrary to classical ASP, we added a weight to
each rule to reflect our certainty that the rule is valid. For
example, the first two rules on the left express that we are
more certain that the sales person is in city A than in city B.

To derive the most certain conclusion, we might choose
to omit the least certain rules as in possibilistic logic. Indeed,
the rule (blockAC ←) is more likely safe to be excluded since
we have a low certainty that the rule is valid, whereas a rule
such as (inA ←) may not be omitted. However, if we omit
the rule (blockAC ←), then not blockAC can be derived in
the program, which may allow us to deduce ‘toC’ when we
also know ‘inA’. Hence, due to the non-monotonic nature
of ASP, both including invalid rules and excluding valid rules
may lead to errors. As such, we need to consider all situations
in which some, none, or all of the least certain rules are omit-
ted. This naturally leads to the idea of an ASP program with
optional rules. Given such a program with optional rules, we
want to determine whether particular conclusions hold irre-
spective of the inclusion of the optional rules.

This idea was recently used in [Bauters et al., 2012] to de-
velop a semantics for Possibilistic ASP (PASP), which we
present in detail in Section 2.3. However, this work did not
provide implementations, nor does it make explicit the link
with programs with optional rules and their applications.



In this paper, we present implementations1 for the deci-
sion problems of ASP programs with optional rules, which
we discuss in Section 2.3. Furthermore, we show that the
idea of optional rules reaches beyond programs with uncer-
tain rules. In particular, we show how cautious abductive rea-
soning from logic programs [Eiter et al., 1997] and confor-
mant planning (e.g. [Eiter et al., 2004]) can be seen as special
cases of programs with optional rules. In this way, our solver
offers the first implementation of cautious abductive reason-
ing from logic programs, and the first single-step simulation
of cautious abductive reasoning in ASP.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we recall some notions from answer set programming
and possibility theory, as well as the possibilistic semantics
for ASP programs with uncertain rules. In this section, we
moreover present the decision problems that will be consid-
ered in this paper. In Section 3 we introduce a number of
simulations that allow us to reduce the problem of reasoning
with uncertain or optional rules to cautious and brave reason-
ing over classical ASP programs. In Section 4 we explain
how cautious abductive reasoning and conformant planning
can be reduced to the decision problems of programs with
optional rules. In Section 5 we provide an overview of our
implementation. Related work is discussed in Section 6 and
we formulate our conclusions in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Answer Set Programming (ASP)

A disjunctive program is a set of disjunctive rules of the
form l0; ...; lk ← lk+1, ..., lm, not lm+1, ..., not ln with li,
0 ≤ i ≤ n, a literal, i.e. either an atom ‘a’ or ‘¬a’ and
k ≤ m ≤ n. The operator ‘not’ denotes negation-as-failure.
Intuitively, not l is true when we cannot prove l. A disjunc-
tive rule r consists of a head H(r) = {l1, ..., lk}, interpreted
as a disjunction, and a body B(r) = B+(r) ∪ B−(r) with
B+(r) = {lk+1, ..., lm} and B−(r) = {lm+1, ..., ln}, both
interpreted as conjunctions. A rule is called a fact (resp. con-
straint) when B(r) = ∅ (resp. H(r) = ∅). When B−(r) = ∅
we say that r is a positive disjunctive rule. When |H(r)| ≤ 1
we say that r is a normal rule. A normal program is a set of
normal rules. At(P ) is the set of atoms in program P and
LitP = At(P ) ∪ {¬a | a ∈ At(P )}.

An interpretation I is a set of literals and is consistent
when there does not exist an atom a with a ∈ I and ¬a ∈ I .
A consistent interpretation I is a model of a positive disjunc-
tive rule r when H(r) ∩ I = ∅ or B+(r) '⊆ I . For a pos-
itive disjunctive program, a consistent interpretation I is a
model of P when I is a model of every rule in P . An answer
set of the positive disjunctive program P is a minimal model
w.r.t. set inclusion of P . The reduct P I of a disjunctive pro-
gram P w.r.t. the interpretation I is defined as the set of rules
P I = {H(r) ← B+(r) | r ∈ P and B−(r) ∩ I = ∅} [Gel-
fond and Lifzchitz, 1988]. An interpretation I is an answer
set of P when I is an answer set of P I . P is a consistent pro-
gram when it has at least one answer set. Finally, we write

1The prototype of the solver is available online at:
http://www.cwi.ugent.be/kim/pasp2asp/ .

P |=b l (resp. P |=c l) to denote that l is a brave (resp. cau-
tious) consequence of P , i.e. that an answer set M of P exists
with l ∈ M (resp. that l ∈ M for all answer sets M of P ).

Recall that the complexity classes ΣP

n
and Π

P

n
are defined

as ΣP

0 = Π
P

0 = P with Σ
P

i+1 = NP
Σ

P

i and Π
P

i+1 = coΣ
P

i+1,

with NP
Σ

P

i the class of problems solvable in polynomial time
on a non-deterministic machine with a ΣP

i
oracle, i.e. a proce-

dure that can solve Σ
P

i
problems in constant time [Papadim-

itriou, 1994]. Brave reasoning over a disjunctive (resp. nor-
mal) program is ΣP

2 -complete (resp. NP-complete). Cautious
reasoning over a disjunctive (resp. normal) program is Π

P

2 -
complete (resp. coNP-complete) [Baral, 2003].

2.2 Possibility Theory

Possibility theory is a theory for dealing with uncertainty.
Let Ω be a (finite) universe and ω ∈ Ω. A possibility dis-
tribution π is defined as a mapping π : Ω → [0, 1] and en-
codes to what extent it is plausible that ω is the actual world.
By convention, π(ω) = 0 means that ω is impossible and
π(ω) = 1 means that no available information prevents ω

from being the actual world. Possibility degrees are mainly
interpreted qualitatively: when π(ω) > π(ω′), ω is consid-
ered more plausible than ω

′. When we impose constraints
on a possibility distribution, we are usually only interested
in the least specific possibility distribution, i.e. the great-
est possibility distribution w.r.t. the ordering >. A possibil-
ity distribution π induces two uncertainty measures [Dubois
and Prade, 1988]. The possibility measure Π is defined as
Π(A) = max {π(ω) | ω ∈ A} with A ⊆ Ω and evaluates the
extent to which a world ω in A is consistent with the beliefs
expressed by π. The dual necessity measure N is defined as
N(A) = 1−Π(A) and evaluates the extent to which all pos-
sible worlds belong to A.

2.3 Possible and Necessary Answer Sets

Possibilistic ASP (PASP) provides a semantics for programs
with uncertain rules by interpreting weights associated with
rules in terms of a necessity measure. Several proposals
have already been made in the literature, including [Nico-
las et al., 2006; Bauters et al., 2010]. The following discus-
sion is based on the approach from [Bauters et al., 2012].
A possibilistic (positive) disjunctive (resp. normal) rule is a
pair (r, c) with r a (positive) disjunctive (resp. normal) rule
and c ∈ ]0, 1]. A possibilistic disjunctive (resp. normal)
program is a set of possibilistic disjunctive (resp. normal)
rules. For a possibilistic rule p = (r, c) we use p∗ to de-
note r, i.e. the classical rule. Similarly, for a possibilistic pro-
gram P we use P ∗ to denote the set of rules {p∗ | p ∈ P}.
The set of all weights in a possibilistic program P is de-
noted cert(P ) = {c | p = (r, c) ∈ P} and we also use the
extended set of weights cert+(P ) = {c | c ∈ cert(P )} ∪
{1− c | c ∈ cert(P )} ∪

{

0, 1

2
, 1
}

Semantically, the weight c is interpreted as the certainty
that the rule is valid. For a given program P , all the subpro-
grams P ′ ⊆ P are considered. Each subprogram P ′ corre-
sponds with the assumption that omitted rules are wrong and
included rules are correct. The possibility of each subpro-
gram P ′ (in fact, the possibility that the corresponding as-
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sumption is correct) is determined by looking at the certain-
ties of the rules omitted from P ′. Specifically, we write πP ,
which is a P(P ) → [0, 1] mapping, for the least specific pos-
sibility distribution satisfying:

1. ∀(r, c) ∈ P ·N({P ′ | P ′ ⊆ P and r ∈ P ′}) ≥ c;

2. π(P ′) = 0 for each inconsistent program P ′.

This particular possibility distribution πP can also be defined
over all P ′ ⊆ P as πP (P

′) = 1−max {c | (r, c) ∈ P \ P ′}
when P ′∗ is consistent and πP (P

′) = 0 otherwise.
We now give the main decision problems for ASP with un-

certain rules. For each literal the possibility/necessity that
the literal is a brave/cautious consequence of P can be de-
termined. Specifically, the degree λ to which ‘l’ is possi-
bly/necessarily a brave consequence of P is defined as:

Π
(

P |=b l
)

= max
{

πP (P
′) | P ′ ⊆ P and P ′∗ |=b l

}

N
(

P |=b l
)

= 1−max
{

πP (P
′) | P ′ ⊆ P and P ′∗ '|=b l

}

The degree to which it is possible/necessary that ‘l’ is a cau-
tious consequence is defined in a similar way:

Π (P |=c l) = max
{

πP (P
′) | P ′ ⊆ P and P ′∗ |=c l

}

N (P |=c l) = 1−max
{

πP (P
′) | P ′ ⊆ P and P ′∗ '|=c l

}

Example 1. Consider the example from Section 1, which we
name Pintro . It is easy to verify that Π (Pintro |=c toC) '= 1.
Indeed, it is not possible to guarantee that a sales per-
son will make it in time to city C due to the road block
that may prevent travel between cities A and C. However,
Π
(

Pintro |=b toC
)

= 1, i.e. we would not be surprised at all
to see that our sales person can make it into city C in one day.

We now give the complexity results. Deciding whether
Π
(

P |=b l
)

≥ λ and N (P |=c l) ≥ λ is NP-complete and
coNP-complete, respectively, with P a possibilistic nor-
mal program (or Σ

P

2 -complete and Π
P

2 -complete, respec-
tively, with P a possibilistic disjunctive program). Decid-
ing whether Π (P |=c l) ≥ λ and N

(

P |=b l
)

≥ λ, how-

ever, is ΣP

2 -complete and Π
P

2 -complete with P a possibilistic
normal program (or ΣP

3 -complete and Π
P

3 -complete, respec-
tively, with P a possibilistic disjunctive program).

3 Simulation Using ASP

We show how ASP with uncertain rules can be simu-
lated using classical ASP. We start with the simulation of
Π
(

P |=b l
)

≥ λ and N (P |=c l) ≥ λ, which are the de-
cision problems with the lowest complexity.

Definition 1. Let P be a possibilistic disjunctive program. We
define Pbasic(λ) as the set of rules:

{r′ ← not nr′ | (r, c) ∈ P, c ≤ 1− λ}

∪ {nr′ ← not r′ | (r, c) ∈ P, c ≤ 1− λ} (1)

∪ {r′ ← | (r, c) ∈ P, c > 1− λ} (2)

∪ {head(r) ← body(r) ∪ {r′} | (r, c) ∈ P} (3)

Intuitively, the rules (1) generate as many answer sets as
there are choices of rules for which the resulting subprogram
has a possibility of at least λ. The most certain rules are con-
sidered to be valid in (2). The information encoded in the
respective rules is applied using (3).

Proposition 1. Let P be a possibilistic disjunctive pro-
gram and PΠ

brave
(l,λ) the disjunctive program defined as

Pbasic(λ)∪ {← not l}. Then Π(P |=b l) ≥ λ iff PΠ

brave
(l,λ)

has a classical answer set.

Proof. The condition Π
(

P |=b l
)

≥ λ is equivalent to

max
{

πP (P
′) | P ′ ⊆ P and P ′∗ |=b l

}

≥ λ which states

that there is some subprogram P ′ ⊆ P with P ′∗ |=b l
such that πP (P

′) ≥ λ. The latter condition is equivalent
to Preq ⊆ P ′∗ with Preq = {r | (r, c) ∈ P, c > 1− λ}.
Thus the problem reduces to determining whether for some
set of rules Popt ⊆ {r | (r, c) ∈ P, c ≤ 1− λ} we have

(Preq ∪ Popt) |=b l. By construction of Pbasic(λ), due to
the rules (2), we know that every rule in Preq is chosen.
Furthermore, every choice made in (1) corresponds with a
choice of Popt. Finally, the addition of the rule {← not l}
ensures that ‘l’ must be a conclusion of some answer set of
the simulation PΠ

brave(l,λ), or otherwise PΠ

brave(l,λ) will not
have any answer sets.

Proposition 2. Let P be a possibilistic disjunctive program,
λ > 0 and PN

cautious
(l,λ) the disjunctive program defined as

Pbasic(1−λ
′)∪ {← l} with λ

′ ∈ cert+(P ) such that λ′ < λ

and ' ∃λ′′ ∈ cert+(P ) · λ′ < λ
′′ < λ. Then N(P |=c l) ≥ λ

iff PN

cautious
(l,λ) has no classical answer set.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 1.
To determine whether N(P |=c l) ≥ λ we need to verify that

max
{

πP (P
′) | P ′ ⊆ P and P ′∗ '|=c l

}

≤ 1 − λ. In other
words, we need to verify that there does not exist a subpro-
gram P ′ such that P ′∗ '|=c l and πP (P

′) > 1 − λ. The
simulation PN

cautious
(l,λ) looks for a subprogram with a cer-

tainty strictly higher than 1 − λ in which ‘l’ is false, i.e. l
is not a cautious consequence. Furthermore, note that the
certainty will be strictly higher than 1 − λ iff it is at least
1 − λ

′. If this does not exist, i.e. if we find no answer sets,
then N(P |=c l) ≥ λ.

For the decision problems in Proposition 1 and 2, it was
sufficient to find one answer set of a particular subprogram
that satisfies some condition, which is why we were able to
simulate these problems relatively straightforwardly. To de-
cide whether Π (P |=c l) ≥ λ or N

(

P |=b l
)

≥ λ, on the
other hand, we need to verify a particular condition for each
answer set of a particular subprogram. Since the complex-
ity of these decision problems is higher, we are only able to
provide simulations for P a possibilistic normal program as
these are already Σ

P

2 -hard and Π
P

2 -hard, respectively.
Our simulation is based on the idea that we can use a dis-

junctive ASP program to reason about the answer sets of a
normal ASP program. This will be accomplished by translat-
ing the normal ASP program to a set of clauses to ensure that
the program is free of negation-as-failure. This is needed to
be able to apply saturation techniques over a normal program.

If a program is tight, then a translation to clauses can be
obtained by determining the completion of the original pro-
gram [Fages, 1994]. To define tightness, we first need to de-
fine the dependency graph of an ASP program. This graph is
the directed graph with signed edges (either + or −) such that
vertices of the graph are the literals mentioned in P [Baral,



2003]. There is a directed positive edge from li to l0 if there
is a rule r ∈ P such that H(r) = l0 and li ∈ B+(r). Simi-
larly, there is a directed negative edge from li to l0 if there
is a rule r ∈ P such that H(r) = l0 and li ∈ B−(r). There
is a positive path from l1 to l2 iff there is a path in the de-
pendency graph from vertex l1 to vertex l2 consisting only of
positive edges. A normal program P is said to be tight if it
does not contain a positive cycle, i.e. a positive path starting
and ending in a vertex l [Lin and Zhao, 2003].

Not every ASP program, however, is tight. As such,
we will need to rely on more complex translations of ASP
programs to sets of clauses, such as the translation based
on a characterization in terms of level numbering presented
in [Janhunen, 2004]. Once we have the translation to a set of
clauses, we generate answer sets for every subprogram and
we apply saturation techniques to both validate whether a
given interpretation is a valid model of the subprogram and
to verify whether a given literal is a desired conclusion of the
given subprogram.

Definition 2. Let P be a possibilistic normal program. The
disjunctive program Pcomplex (λ) is defined as the set of rules:

{r′ ← not ¬r′ | (r, c) ∈ P, c ≤ 1− λ}

∪ {¬r′ ← not r′ | (r, c) ∈ P, c ≤ 1− λ} (4)

∪ {r′ ← | (r, c) ∈ P, c > 1− λ} (5)

∪
{

cl ← | cl ∈ cls(P r)†
}

(6)

∪
{

(sat ← a, na) | a ∈ at(cls(P r)†)
}

(7)

∪
{

(a ← sat) | a ∈ at(cls(P r)†)
}

∪
{

(na ← sat) | a ∈ at(cls(P r)†)
}

(8)

∪ {← not sat} (9)

∪
{

cl′
r
← | cl ∈ cls(P r)†

}

(10)

∪
{

← a′, na′ | a ∈ at(cls(P r)†)
}

(11)

where cls(P ) is a representation of the normal program P
as a set of clauses (e.g. [Janhunen, 2004]), P r is the set of
rules {head(r) ← body(r), r | r ∈ P} with ‘r’ a fresh atom,
C† is the set of clauses obtained from C by replacing every
occurrence of a negated atom ¬a with a fresh atom na except
for the atoms ri and at(C) is the set of atoms appearing in C
from which we remove the atoms ri. Finally, cl′

r
is obtained

from a clause cl by replacing every literal from LitP with l′.

Proposition 3. Let P be a possibilistic normal program and
P c
Π
(l,λ) the disjunctive program defined as Pcomplex (λ) ∪

{sat ← l}. Then Π (P |=c l) ≥ λ iff P c
Π
(l,λ) has a classical

answer set.

Proof. We want to determine whether Π (P |=c l) ≥ λ,
i.e. whether there exists a P ′ ⊆ P such that P ′∗ |=c l and
πP (P

′) ≥ λ. The latter condition means that (r, c) ∈ P ′ for
every (r, c) ∈ P with c > 1− λ. Similar as in Proposition 1,
the rules in (4) and (5) generate as many answer sets as there
are subprograms P ′ ⊆ P for which πP (P

′) ≥ λ.
For each such subprogram P ′ we want to determine

whether P ′∗ has ‘l’ as a cautious conclusion. By construc-

tion, {cl ← | cl ∈ cls(P r)} is equivalent to P r. In particu-
lar, every model of these rules corresponds to an answer set
of P r. Since we removed classical negation in (6), however,
we need to add the rules in (7) to ensure that ‘sat’ is con-
tained in the answer set whenever ‘a’ and the opposite atom
‘na’ are true at the same time. The intuition of making ‘sat’
true is thus to indicate that this is not a valid answer set of the
subprogram P ′. The rule (l ← sat) is used to try to make
‘l’ false, by once again ensuring that ‘sat’ is contained in the
answer set whenever ‘l’ is in the answer set. Intuitively, we
thus say that an answer set in which ‘l’ is true is undesirable,
i.e. we prefer answer sets of P ′ in which ‘l’ is false. The
rule (9) is then used to block all answer sets in which ‘sat’
is false. In other words: unless for every answer set of P ′

we have that ‘l’ is true in the answer set, we have not found
that ‘l’ is a cautious consequence of P ′.

Thus far we have not discussed the use of the rules (8). To-
gether with the atom ‘sat’, these rules are used to implement
a saturation technique [Baral, 2003] over our disjunctive sim-
ulation and we refer to this work for a detailed overview of
how saturation works. The intuition of saturation is that we
use the property that an answer set is a minimal model. In
particular, the rules in (8) will add all the atoms under con-
sideration to the model M to try and prevent it from being
an answer set. Indeed, if we find a model M ′ ⊆ M then
clearly M cannot be an answer set. As such, we can ensure
that consistent models of P ′ are preferred over inconsistent
models, and that models of P ′ in which ‘l’ is false are pre-
ferred over models in which ‘l’ is true. Then, only if no con-
sistent answer set (in which ‘l’ is false) exists for P ′, will we
have that ‘sat’ is true in an answer set of P c

Π
(l,λ).

Finally, when a subprogram P ′ is inconsistent, then
π(P ′) = 0, i.e. we do not want to consider this subprogram.
Notice, however, that the rule (7) would not work as expected
in this case. Indeed, if P ′ is inconsistent it does not have a
consistent model and the saturation technique would not ex-
clude this subprogram. As such, we repeat our simulation
of the subprogram P ′ in (10) and use constraints in (11) to
effectively block inconsistent subprograms.

Proposition 4. Let P be a possibilistic normal pro-
gram and P b

N(l,λ) the disjunctive program defined as
Pcomplex (1− λ

′) ∪ {sat ← not l} with λ
′ defined as in

Proposition 2. Then N
(

P |=b l
)

≥ λ iff P b
N(l,λ) has no

classical answer set.

Proof. This proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3,
similar as how the proof of Proposition 2 was analogous to
the proof of Proposition 1.

4 Certain programs with optional rules

Our simulations for the decision problems Π (P |=c l) ≥ λ

and N
(

P |=b l
)

≥ λ are not only useful for reasoning with
uncertain answer set programs, but can be applied to the much
wider problem range of programs with optional rules. In par-
ticular, in this section we prove how two interesting AI prob-
lems, namely cautious abductive reasoning and conformant
planning, can be expressed in terms of programs with op-
tional rules. As such, we can solve these problems with the



simulation offered in Section 3 and this, in turn, forms the first
implementation of cautious abductive reasoning and the first
single-step implementation of conformant planning in ASP.
Both problems can also trivially be extended with weights.

4.1 Cautious abductive reasoning

An abductive diagnosis program [Eiter et al., 1997] is en-
coded as a triple 〈H,T,O〉 where H is a set of literals referred
to as hypotheses, T is a (normal) ASP program referred to as
the theory and O is a set of literals referred to as observations.
Intuitively, the theory T describes the dynamics of a system,
the observations O describe the observed state of the system
and the hypotheses H are those literals that can be used to
try and explain such observations within the theory. Cautious
abductive reasoning is concerned with the problem of finding
hypotheses that could explain the observations in O. Thus,
we are interested in a set E ⊆ H such that T ∪ E |=c O,
where E is said to be a cautious explanation.

Proposition 5. Let Pabd be the possibilistic normal program
defined for an abductive diagnosis program 〈H,T,O〉 as

{0.5 :block h ← | h ∈ H} (12)

∪ {1 :h ← not block h | h ∈ H} (13)

∪ {1 :goal ← O} (14)

∪ {1 :r | r ∈ T} . (15)

It holds that 〈H,T,O〉 has a cautious explanation iff
Π (Pabd |=c goal) ≥ 0.5. In particular, E is a cautious ex-
planation iff for P ′ = Pabd \ {block h ← | h ∈ E} we have
that P ′ |=c goal.

Proof. For Π (Pabd |=c goal) ≥ 0.5, we must have some
P ′ ⊆ Pabd such that P ′ |=c goal and π(P ′) ≥ 0.5. Thus,
clearly, all the rules defined in (13), (14) and (15) must be in
P ′. It is furthermore easy to see that for every h ∈ H \E we

have that (h ←) ∈ ((P ′)
∗

)
M

for every answer set M of P ′∗

and, since P ′∗ |=c goal, that E is a cautious explanation.

Example 2. John wants to become rich. He can either choose
to invest his money in stocks, or to invest it in bonds (he lacks
the money to do both). He can either win or fail with his
investment, where he resp. becomes rich or bankrupt. Bonds
are safer and will make him rich, eventually. Whether or not
he should invest will also depend on how certain he is that
his investment will succeed (very certain) or fail (somewhat
certain) and his confidence that investing in bonds will make
him rich (somewhat certain):

0.8 :win ← not fail , invest 0.5 :fail ← not win, invest

1 :rich ← win 1 :bankrupt ← fail

0.5 :rich ← bonds 1 :← invest, bonds

Given the hypotheses H = {invest , bonds}, it is clear that
when we ignore the weights only E = {bonds} is a cautious
abductive explanation for the observation O = {rich}. If
we take the certainties into account and λ = 0.5, then both
E1 = {bonds} and E2 = {invest} are cautious explanations.

4.2 Conformant planning

Conformant planning is the problem of determining whether
a plan (i.e. a series of actions) exists that always leads to
the desired goal, regardless of the incompletely known ini-
tial state of the agent. Such problems are typically expressed
using an action language.

An action language is built from a finite number of fluents
f1, ..., fn. A state is a finite set of fluents. The properties
of the initial state s0 are described by formulas of the form
‘initially f ’, which are called value propositions, with f a flu-
ent literal, i.e. a fluent or a fluent preceded by ¬. Changes of
states are defined using a finite number of actions a1, ..., aj .
Formulas of the form ‘a causes f if f1, ..., fm’ are called ef-
fect propositions, with f, f1, ..., fm fluent literals and a an
action. A domain D is a finite set of value and effect propo-
sitions. A proper domain, to which we limit ourselves in this
paper, is a domain in which we can determine in polynomial
time what the successor state is, given the current state and
an action. A plan is a sequence of actions [a1, ..., am]. The
planning problem is to determine for a given domain D and a
fluent literal f whether a plan exists leading from s0 to a state
in which f is true, where we call f the goal fluent. To solve
a planning problem, the domain is translated to ASP. Particu-
larly, such a translation can be written as Pact ∪ Prem where
Pact are those rules used to describe the actions, whereas
Prem are the remaining rules that among others describe the
(incomplete) initial state and rules to ensure inertia. Then, a
plan exists when an answer set contains the goal fluent.

However, not all forms of planning problems can be solved
in this way. When we say that we have an incomplete do-
main, this means that the initial values of some fluents are
unknown. Conformant planning is the problem of determin-
ing whether for an incomplete domain and a fluent f a plan
exists leading to a state in which f is true, regardless of the
initial values of the unknown fluents. Only some action lan-
guages, e.g. K [Eiter et al., 2000; Eiter et al., 2004], have
the expressive power to describe conformant planning prob-
lems. For solving such problems, DLV K relies on a two-step
translation to ASP where a plan is generated (that is not nec-
essarily a conformant plan) and verified to be an actual con-
formant plan, until an actual conformant plan is found. How-
ever, these methods are not designed to work with uncertainty
and cannot, e.g. compute the most reliable plan when no con-
formant plan can be found.

We now show how conformant planning can be expressed
in terms of a decision problem of the form N

(

P |=b l
)

≥ λ.
Note that the existence of a conformant plan can be also writ-
ten as ∃p ∀iv · P (p, iv, pp) where P (p, iv, pp) describes that
for the planning problem pp and for all initially unknown val-
ues iv the plan p leads to the goal fluent.

Proposition 6. Let Pcon be the possibilistic normal program
defined for a conformant planning problem with the atom
‘goal’ the desired goal fluent. We express the domain knowl-
edge as a normal ASP program Pact ∪ Prem. Then Pcon is:

{0.5 :block i ← | ri ∈ Pact} (16)

∪ {1 :H(ri) ← B(ri) ∪ {not block i} | ri ∈ Pact} (17)

∪ {1 :r | r ∈ Prem} (18)



∪ {1 : ← not goal} (19)

A conformant plan exists iff Π (Pcon |=c goal) ≥ 0.5.

Proof. When Π (Pcon |=c goal) ≥ 0.5 then, by definition,
there exists a subprogram P ′ ⊆ P such that (P ′)

∗

|=c goal
with πP (P

′) ≥ 0.5. Since πP (P
′) ≥ 0.5 we know that all

the rules from (17), (18) and (19) are in P ′. Thus, only rules
from (16) may be in P \ P ′. In that case, the corresponding
rule from (17) ensures that for every answer set M of (P ′)

∗

we have that (H(ri) ← B(ri)) ∈ ((P ′)
∗

)
M

. Thus, the action
is no longer blocked and can be applied. Because of the avail-
able actions we can, regardless of the initial state described in
(18), cautiously derive ‘goal’. Indeed, otherwise we know
due to (19) that M is not be a model. In other words: the
choice made in (16) corresponds with a set of actions that
form a cautious plan for the given planning problem.

Example 3. Consider the example from the introduction
where we add additional action rules (e.g. driveAtoC ).
Clearly, by adding certainties, we can compute a conformant
plan with a lower certainty, even when a classical conformant
plan (i.e. with absolute certainty) does not exist.

5 Implementation

We have implemented an operational prototype of the simu-
lation presented in Section 3. The translator PASP2SAT pre-
pares an input PASP program by removing the certainties and
adding the fresh atom ri to the body of each rule ri ∈ P .
The resulting ASP program is converted to an equivalent set
of clauses using the technique from [Janhunen, 2004]. The
output in DIMACS CNF form is converted back into ASP
rules by CLAUSE2ASP. The rules (6) – (11) are constructed
from the information of the translation to clauses, while λ is
needed to add the rules (4) – (5) and l is required to add the
rules that are specific to the simulation of the decision prob-
lem as identified in Proposition 3 and 4. An overview of the
implementation is given in Figure 1. The answer sets of the
resulting ASP program can then be computed using an ASP
solver for disjunctive programs, e.g. DLV [Eiter et al., 1999;
Leone et al., 2006].

P
PASP2ASP

(P ∗)
r

clause
translation

l

λ

CLAUSE2ASP

clauses

P c

Π
(l,λ)

or P b

N
(l,λ)

ASP solver
answer set(s)

Figure 1: overview of the implementation.

We compared our solver on the conformant planning prob-
lem against DLV K, where both solvers use a world-state
encoding in action language K of the BMTUC(p, t) prob-
lem2 [Eiter et al., 2003].

2Bomb in Toilet problem with uncertain clogging, concurrent
dunks, t toilets and p packages.

For BMTUC(2, 4), BMTUC(3, 4) and BMTUC(4, 4)
both our solver and DLV K were able to find a secure plan
in less than 1 second. For BMTUC(5, 4), within one sec-
ond, a secure plan could still be found by DLV K but not by
our solver. For BMTUC(6, 4) neither of the solvers was
able to find a solution within 1 second. For other variants
of the Bomb in Toilet problem, a similar pattern was ob-
served. Although our solver is somewhat slower than DLV K,
it is competitive on most problem instances. Moreover, while
DLV K is optimized for the problem of conformant planning,
our solver is more generic and can thus not exploit problem-
specific heuristics. Moreover, in these experiments we did
not consider optimization, based on the tightness of the pro-
grams.

6 Related Work

The combination of uncertainty with logic programming
has been widely studied. One the earliest results on
how to combine probability theory and logic programming
is [Lukasiewicz, 2002]. Later, in [Baral et al., 2009], a frame-
work was proposed in which ASP is combined with probabil-
ity theory. In this framework, probabilistic atoms are used in
addition to classical ASP to describe the probability that the
atom will take on a random value given the prior knowledge.

The work in [Dubois et al., 1994] on possibilistic logic
is one of the first approaches to combine possibility theory
with logic programming. The first work on combining ASP
and possibility theory was [Nicolas et al., 2006], which in-
troduced the PASP framework. In this approach, ‘not l’ is
treated as it is more certain that ‘¬l’ holds. In [Bauters et al.,
2010], an alternative was presented, where ‘not l’ is inter-
preted as the degree to which it is possible that ‘¬l’. Essen-
tially, both approaches can be seen as a multi-valued logic,
using the negation from Gödel logic and Łukasiewicz logic,
respectively. These two approaches have in common that the
weights associated with rules are used to obtain weighted an-
swer sets. The approach from [Bauters et al., 2012], how-
ever, which we have adopted in this paper, uses the weights
to obtain a weighted set of classical answer sets. As such, a
program can be seen as a set of uncertain rules.

To the best of our knowledge, the approach presented in
this paper is the first implementation of cautious abductive
reasoning. Brave abductive reasoning, on the other hand, has
seen a myriad of implementations and many solvers for an-
swer set programming, e.g. [Leone et al., 2006; Gebser et al.,
2011], have incorporated very performant mechanisms for
brave abductive reasoning. Interestingly, [Dubois and Prade,
1995] illustrated how abductive reasoning can benefit from
possibility theory, allowing to order the possible cautious ex-
planations. Also of interest is the work from [Medinaús et al.,
2001] on abduction in multi-adjoint logic programs. In multi-
adjoint logic programs, it is possible to associate confidence
factors with the rules. Furthermore, it allows to specify for
each rule the type of the implication, i.e. Gödel, Łukasiewicz
or the product. Still, no practical implementation has been
suggested for this particular type of abduction.

Conformant planning, which is also known under other
names such as secure planning and strong planning, has also



seen a lot of interest. For a fixed plan length, conformant
planning is a Σ

P

3
-complete problem and secure checking,

i.e. verifying whether a plan is a secure plan, is a ΠP

2
-complete

problem. If we restrict ourselves to proper planning do-
mains, then conformant planning and secure checking is ΣP

2
-

complete and coNP-complete, respectively. Many implemen-
tations of conformant planning exist, including C-Plan [Fer-
raris and Giunchiglia, 2000], CMBT [Cimatti and Roveri,
2004], Conformant-FF [Hoffmann and Brafman, 2006], and
DLVK [Eiter et al., 2004], where the latter is an ASP-based
approach. The latter approach, in particular, is an ASP-based
approach in which the planning problem is expressed in the
action language K. Contrary to our approach, however, these
implementations do not allow certainties.

7 Conclusions

We have considered the problem of reasoning with uncertain
answer set programs and have provided the first implemen-
tations for each of the main reasoning tasks. Taking advan-
tage of recent progress on efficient translations from ASP to
SAT, our approach translates an answer set program with un-
certain rules into a classical (possibly disjunctive) answer set
program, such that the answer sets of the latter program cor-
respond to solutions of the original problem. We showed the
practical significance of our implementation, beyond manag-
ing uncertainty in ASP, by showing how cautious abductive
reasoning and conformant planning can be naturally seen as
special cases of the considered problem. To the best of our
knowledge, our approach is the first implementation of cau-
tious abductive reasoning from ASP programs and the first
implementation of conformant planning that is exclusively
based on a translation to a single classical ASP program.
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